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Abstract. Directed model checking has proved itself to be a useful technique in
reducing the state space of the problem graph. But still, its potential is limited by
the available memory. This problem can be circumvented by the use of secondary
storage devices to store the state space. This paper discusses directed best-first
search to enhance error detection capabilities of model checkers like SPIN by us-
ing a streamed access to secondary storage. We explain, how to extend SPIN to
allow external state access, and how to adapt heuristic search algorithms to ease
error detection for this case. We call our derivate IO-HSF-SPIN. In the theoretical
part of the paper, we extend the heuristic-based external searching algorithm to
general weighted and directed graphs. We conduct experiments with some chal-
lenging protocols in Promela syntax like GIOP and dining philosophers and have
succeeded in solving some hard instances externally.

1 Introduction

Model checking[3] has evolved into one of the most successful verification techniques.
Examples range from mainstream applications such as protocol validation, software and
embedded systems’ verification to exotic areas such as business work-flow analysis,
scheduler synthesis and verification.

There are two primary approaches to model checking.Symbolic model checking[2]
uses a representation for the state set based on boolean formulae and decision diagrams.
Property validation amounts to some form of symbolic fix-point computation.Explicit-
state model checkinguses an explicit representation of the system’s global state graph.
Property validation amounts to a partial or complete exploration of the state space.
The success of model checking lies in its potential forpush-buttonautomation and
in its error reporting capabilities. A model checker performs an automated complete
exploration of the state space of a model, usually applying a depth-first search strategy.
When a property violating state is encountered, the search stack contains an error trail
that leads from an initial system state to the encountered state. This error trail greatly
helps engineers in interpreting validation results.

The sheer size of the reachable state space of realistic models imposes tremendous
challenges on the algorithm design for model checking technology. Complete explo-
ration of the state space is often impossible, and approximations are needed. Also, the
error trails reported by depth-first search model checkers are often exceedingly lengthy
– in many cases they consist of multiple thousands of computation steps which greatly



hampers error interpretation. The use ofdirected model checking[6] renders erstwhile
unanalyzable problems analyzable in many instances. The quality of the results obtained
with heuristic search algorithms like A* [9] depends on the quality of the heuristic es-
timate. Various heuristic estimates have been devised that are specific for the validation
of concurrent software, such as specific estimates for reaching deadlock states.

Nonetheless, the search spaces that are generated during the automated verification
process are often too large to fit into main memory. One solution studied in this paper
is external exploration. In this case, during the algorithm only a part of the graph is pro-
cessed at a time; the remainder is stored on a disk. The block-wise access to secondary
memory has led to a growing attention to the design ofI/O-efficientalgorithms in recent
years. Algorithms that explicitly manage the memory hierarchy can lead to substantial
speedups, since they are more informed to predict and adjust future memory access.

In this paper, we address explicit model checking on secondary memory. First we
recall the most widely used computation model to design and analyze external memory
algorithms. This model provides a basis to analyze external memory algorithms by
counting the data transfers between different levels of memory hierarchy. Then, we
recall ExternalA∗, which extends delayed duplicate detection to heuristic search for
the case of implicit (graph is generated on the fly), undirected, and unweighted graphs.
In Section 4, we extend the External A* algorithm for the case of directed and weighted
implicit graphs - a usual case with state space graphs that appear in model checking.
Weighted graphs introduce new issues to the problem. One of the main issue is the
presence of negative weights in the graph. These issues are also dealt with further in
this section along with proofs of optimality for these extensions.

The second part of the paper mainly deals with practical aspects of external model
checking. For the implementation of our algorithms, we chose the experimental model
checker HSF-SPIN as the basis. HSF-SPIN (Section 5) extends SPIN by incorporating
heuristics in the search procedure. It has shown a large performance gain in terms of
expanded nodes in several protocols. We call our extension as IO-HSF-SPIN and is
discussed in Sections 6. For the experiments, we choose three protocols in Promela
syntax: Dining philosophers, Optical Telegraph, and CORBA-GIOP. In Section 7, we
illustrate the efficiency of our approach on these protocols, by the sizes of problems
that we have succeeded in solving. Finally, we address related and future work and
draw conclusions. For the convenience of readers, an appendix is set at the end of the
paper that discusses the proofs of some of the key theorems referenced in this paper.

2 I/O Efficient Algorithms

The commonly used model for comparing the performance of external algorithms [18]
consists of a single processor, a small internal memory that can hold up toM data
items, and an unlimited secondary memory. The size of the input problem (in terms of
the number of records) is abbreviated byN . Moreover, theblock sizeB governs the
bandwidth of memory transfers. It is often convenient to refer to these parameters in
terms of blocks, so we definem = M/B andn = N/B. It is usually assumed that at
the beginning of the algorithm, the input data is stored in contiguous block on external
memory, and the same must hold for the output. Only the number of blocks’ reads and



writes are counted; computations in internal memory do not incur any cost. An exten-
sion of the model considersD disks that can be accessed simultaneously. When using
disks in parallel, the technique ofdisk stripingcan be employed to essentially increase
the block size by a factor ofD. Successive blocks are distributed across different disks.

It is often convenient to express the complexity of external-memory algorithms us-
ing a number of frequently occurring primitive operations. The simplest operation is
scanning, which means reading a stream of records stored consecutively on secondary
memory. In this case, it is trivial to exploit disk- and block-parallelism. The number of
I/Os is Θ( N

DB ) = Θ( n
D ). We abbreviate this quantity withscan(N). Algorithms for

externalsorting fall into two categories: those based on themergingand those based
on thedistributionparadigm. It has been shown that external sorting can be done with
Θ( N

DB logM/B
N
B ) = Θ( n

D logm n) I/Os. We abbreviate this quantity withsort(N).

3 External A*

In the following we study how to extend external exploration in A* search. The main
advantage of A* with respect to other optimal exploration algorithms like breadth-first
search or admissible depth-first search is that it traverses a smaller part of the search
space to establish an optimal solution. In A*, the merit for stateu isf(u) = g(u)+h(u),
with g being the cost of the path from the initial state tou andh(u) being the estimate
of the remaining cost fromu to the goal. The new valuef(v) of a successorv of u
is f(v) = g(v) + h(v) = g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) = f(u) + w(u, v) − h(u) + h(v).
We first assume an undirected unweighted state space problem graph, and aconsistent
heuristic, where for allu andv we have,w(u, v) ≥ h(u) − h(v). These restrictions
are often met in AI search practice. In this case we haveh(u) ≤ h(v) + 1 for every
stateu and every successorv of u. Since the problem graph is undirected this implies
|h(u) − h(v)| ≤ 1 so thath(v) − h(u) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. This implies that the evaluation
functionf is monotonic non-decreasing. No successor will have a smallerf -value than
the current one. Therefore, the A* algorithm, which traverses the state set inf -order,
does not need to perform anyre-openingstrategy.

External A*[5] maintains the search horizon on disk. The priority queue data struc-
ture is represented as a list of buckets ordered first by theirh + g value and then by the
g value. In the course of the algorithm, each bucketOpen(i, j) will contain all states
u with path lengthg(u) = i and heuristic estimateh(u) = j. As same states have
same heuristic estimates it is easy to restrict duplicate detection to buckets of the same
h-value. By an assumed undirected state space problem graph structure we can restrict
aspirants for duplicate detection furthermore. If all duplicates of a state withg-value
i are removed with respect to the levelsi, i − 1 andi − 2, then there will remain no
duplicate state for the entire search process. We consider each bucket for theOpenlist
as a different file that has an individual internal buffer. A bucket isactive if some of
its states are currently expanded or generated. If a buffer becomes full then it is flushed
to disk. Fig. 1 depicts the pseudo-code of theExternal A* algorithm. The algorithm
maintain the two valuesgmin andfmin to address the correct buckets. The buckets of
fmin are traversed for increasinggmin unless thegmin exceedsfmin. Due to the increase
of thegmin-value in thefmin bucket, an active bucket is closed when all its successors



ProcedureExternal A*
Open(0, h(I))← {I}
fmin ← h(I)
while (fmin 6=∞)

gmin ← min{i | Open(i, j) 6= ∅, i + j = fmin}
hmax ← fmin − gmin

while (gmin ≤ fmin)
if (hmax = 0 and Open(gmin, hmax) contains terminal stateu)

return path(u)
A(fmin), A(fmin + 1), A(fmin + 2)← succ(Open(gmin, hmax))
A′(fmin), A′(fmin + 1), A′(fmin + 2)←

remove duplicates from(A(fmin), A(fmin + 1), A(fmin + 2))
Open(gmin + 1, hmax + 1)← A′(fmin + 2) ∪Open(gmin + 1, hmax + 1)
Open(gmin + 1, hmax)← A′(fmin + 1) ∪Open(gmin + 1, hmax)
Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)← (A′(fmin) ∪Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)) \

(Open(gmin − 1, hmax − 1) ∪Open(gmin, hmax − 1))
gmin ← gmin + 1

fmin ← min{i + j > fmin | Open(i, j) 6= ∅} ∪ {∞}

Fig. 1.External A*for consistent heuristics.

have been generated. Givenfmin andgmin the correspondingh-value is determined by
hmax = fmin − gmin. According to their differenth-values, successors are arranged
into three different horizon listsA(fmin), A(fmin + 1), andA(fmin + 2). Duplicate
elimination is delayed.

SinceExternal A*simulates A* and changes only the order of elements to be ex-
panded that have the samef -value, completeness and optimality are inherited from the
properties of A*. The I/O complexity for External A* in an implicit unweighted and
undirected graph with a consistent estimates is bounded byO(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)),
where |V | and |E| are the number of nodes and edges in the explored subgraph of
the state space problem graph. If we additionally have|E| = O(|V |), the complexity
reduces toO(sort(|V |)) I/Os.

We establish the solution path by backward chaining from starting with the target
state. There are two main options. Either we store predecessor information with each
state on disk or, more elegantly, we for a state in depthg intersect the set of possible pre-
decessors with the buckets of depthg−1. Any state that is in the intersection is reachable
on an optimal solution path, so that we can recur. The time complexity is bounded by the
scanning time of all buckets in consideration and surely inO(scan(|V |)). It has been
shown [5] that the lower bound for the I/O complexity for delayed duplicate bucket
elimination in an implicit unweighted and undirected graph A* search with consistent
estimates is at leastΩ(sort(|V |)).



4 General Graphs

So far, we have looked at uniformly weighted graphs only. However, in practical model
checking, the transition systems that are encountered are often directed. Also, valida-
tion of softwares and communication protocols often contains atomic regions. Atomic
region corresponds to a block of statements that should be executed without the inter-
vention of any other process. Atomic regions are represented in the general state graph
as arcs with weights equal to the number of instructions in the atomic region. This
motivates the generalization of graph search algorithms for non-uniformly weighted di-
rected graphs. Later in this section, we discuss the effect of introducing heuristics in
these algorithms.

We define,w : E → IR as the weight function for edges; theweightor costof a
pathp = (s = v0, . . . , vk = v) can then be defined asw(p) =

∑k
i=1 w(vi−1, vi). Path

p is calledoptimal pathif its weight is minimal among all paths betweens andv; in this
case, its cost is called theshortest path distanceδ(s, v). Theoptimal solution path cost
is abbreviated asδ(s, T ) = min{t ∈ T | δ(s, t)}, with T being the set of target states.

4.1 Directed Graphs

As seen above, undirected and unweighted graphs require to look at one previous and
one successor layer only. For directed graphs, the efficiency of external algorithms is
dependent on the duplicate elimination scope orlocality of the search. The locality of a
directed search graph is defined asmax{δ(s, u)− δ(s, v), 0} for all nodesu, v, with v
being a successor ofu. In other words, locality determines thethicknessof the layer of
nodes needed to prevent duplicates in the search. It has been analyzed in the context of
thebreadth-first heuristic search.

Theorem 1. [24] The number of previous layers of the graph that need to be retained
to prevent duplicate search effort is equal to the locality of the state space graph.

As a consequence, in undirected unweighted graphs, the locality is one and we need
to store the immediate previous layer only, to check for duplicates.

Lemma 1. For undirected, but weighted graphs the locality is smaller than or equal to
the maximum edge weightC = maxe∈E w(e) in the state space graph.

Proof. By the triangle inequality for shortest paths, we haveδ(x, y)+δ(y, z) ≥ δ(x, z)
for all nodesx, y, z in the state space graph. For allv ∈ succ(u) we have

δ(s, u)− δ(s, v) = δ(u, s)− δ(v, s) ≤ δ(u, v) ≤ w(u, v).

Lemma 2. Let D be the cost of the largest cycle in the state space graph. Then the
locality of the state space graph is smaller thanD.

Proof. Let δ(v, u) be the smallest cost to get back fromv to u in the global state
space graph withv ∈ succ(u). We have thatδ(s, u) − δ(s, v) ≤ δ(v, u) using the
triangular property of shortest paths, so thatmaxu,v∈succ(u){δ(s, u) − δ(s, v)} ≤
maxu,v∈succ(u) δ(v, u) < D.



In model checking, the global transition system is often composed of smaller com-
ponents, called devices, processes or threads. For example, in the verification of soft-
ware [1], the state space consists of the cross product of local state spaces, together with
some additional information, e.g., on communication queues or global variables. As the
product of the local state spaces is asynchronous, only one transition in one process is
executed at a time.

Using asynchronism, we have thatmaxu,v∈succ(u) δ(v, u), in the global state space
graph is bounded from below bymaxu′,v′∈succ(u′) δ(v′, u′) in any local state space
graph. Each cycle in the global state space is actually consists of local cycles in the
local state spaces.

Lemma 3. Let p1, . . . , pk be the processes in the system. If we denoteDi as the cost
of the largest cycle in the graph representation of processpi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then we
have that the locality is bounded byD1 + . . . + Dk.

Proof. Let c be the largest cycle in the global state space graph withw(c) = D. As
it decomposes into cyclesc1 . . . , ck in the local state space graphs of the processes
p1, . . . , pk, we have thatD ≤ w(c1) + . . . + w(ck) ≤ D1 + . . . + Dk.

Even if the number of stored layersb ≥ 2 is less than the locality of the graph, the
number of times a node can be re-opened in breadth-first search is only linear in the
depth of the search. This contrasts the exponential number of re-openings for linear-
space depth-first search strategies.

Theorem 2. [24] The worst-case number of times a nodeu can be re-opened is bounded
by b(δ(s, T )− δ(s, u))/bc.

If the locality is lesser thanb, a breadth-first search algorithm does not need to
consider re-openings of nodes at all.

4.2 Positive Weights

To compute the shortest path in weighted graphs, Dijkstra [4] proposed a greedy search
strategy based on theprinciple of optimalityδ(s, v) = minv∈succ(u){δ(s, u)+w(u, v)}.
That is, the minimum distance froms to v is equal to the minimum of the sum of the
distance froms to a predecessoru of v, plus the edge weight betweenu andv. This
equation implies that any sub-path of an optimal path is itself optimal.

The exploration algorithm maintains an estimate of the minimum distance, more
precisely, an upper boundf(u) on δ(s, u) for each nodeu; initially set to∞, f(u)
is successively decreased until it is equal toδ(u, v). From this point on, it remains
constant throughout the rest of the algorithm. As the exploration of the problem graph
is implicit, we additionally maintain a listClosedto store expanded nodes. The node
relaxation procedure for a single-state algorithm, as opposed to the algorithms that work
on sets of states, is shown in Fig. 2.

The correctness argument of the algorithm is based on the fact that for a nodeu
with minimumf -value inOpen, f is correct, i.e.,f(u) = δ(s, u). Hence, when a node
t ∈ T is selected for removal from theOpen, we havef(t) = δ(s, T ). Moreover, if the
weight function of a problem graph is strictly positive and if the weight of every infinite
path is infinite, then Dijkstra’s algorithm terminates with an optimal solution.



Procedure Relax
if (Search(Open, v))

if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v))
DecreaseKey(Open, v, f(u) + w(u, v))

else
if not (Search(Closed, v))

Insert(Open, v, f(u) + w(u, v))

Fig. 2.Node relaxation in implicit Dijkstra’s algorithm.

4.3 Re-Weighting

A heuristich can be incorporated into Dijkstra’s algorithm by are-weightingtransfor-
mation of the implicit search graph. The re-weighting functionŵ(u, v) is defined as
ŵ(u, v) = w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v). If the heuristic is not consistent, re-weighting intro-
duces negative weights into the problem graph. It is not difficult to obtain the following
result.

Theorem 3. Let G = (V,E, w) be a weighted graph, andh : V → IR be a heuristic
function. Letδ(s, t) be the length of the shortest path froms to t in the original graph
and δ̂(s, t) be the corresponding value in the re-weighted graph.

1. We havew(p) = δ(s, t), if and only ifŵ(p) = δ̂(s, t), i.e., if p is the shortest path
in the original graph, thenp is also the shortest path in the re-weighted graph.

2. G has no negative weighted cycles with respect tow if and only if it has none with
respect toŵ.

Proof. For proving the first assertion, letp = (s = v0, . . . , vk = t) be any path from the
start nodes to a goal nodet. We haveŵ(p) =

∑k
i=1 (w(vi−1, vi)− h(vi−1) + h(vi)) =

w(p) − h(v0). Assume that there is a pathp′ with ŵ(p′) < ŵ(p) andw(p′) ≥ w(p).
Thenw(p′)− h(v0) < w(p)− h(v0); resulting inw(p′) < w(p), a contradiction. The
other direction is dealt with analogously.

For the second assertion, letc = (v0, . . . , vl = v0) be any cycle inG. Then we have
ŵ(c) = w(c) + h(vl)− h(v0) = w(c). ut

The equationh(u) ≤ h(v) + w(u, v) is equivalent toŵ(u, v) = h(v) − h(u) +
w(u, v) ≥ 0. Hence, a consistent heuristic yields a first A* variant of the algorithm of
Dijkstra. It setsf(s) to h(s) for the initial nodes and updatesf(v) with f(u)+ ŵ(u, v)
instead off(u)+w(u, v) each time a node is selected. Since the shortest pathpt remains
invariant through re-weighting, ift ∈ T is selected fromOpen, we have

f(t) = δ̂(s, t) + h(s) = ŵ(pt) + h(s) = w(pt) = δ(s, t).

4.4 Graphs with Edges of Negative Weight

Unfortunately, Dijkstra’s algorithm fails on graphs with negative edge weights. As
a simple example consider the graph consisting of three nodes withw(s, u) = 4,



Procedure Relax
if (Search(Open, v))

if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v))
DecreaseKey(Open, v, f(u) + w(u, v))

else if(Search(Closed, v))
if (f(u) + w(u, v) ≤ f(v))

Delete(Closed, v)
Insert(Open, v, f(u) + w(u, v))

else
Insert(Open, v, f(u) + w(u, v))

Fig. 3.An node relaxation with re-opening that copes with negative edge weight.

w(s, v) = 5, andw(v, u) = −2, for which the algorithm of Dijkstra computesδ(s, u) =
4 instead of the correct valueδ(s, u) = 3. The problem can be dealt with byre-
openingalready expanded node. The corresponding node relaxation procedure is shown
in Fig. 3.

The following result was shown in the context ofroute planning[8], and is funda-
mental to prove the correctness of A* derivate.

Theorem 4. [8] Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted graph andf be the cost of the
shortest path so far for a particular node from the start nodes in the modified algorithm
of Dijkstra. At each selection of a nodeu from Open, we have the following invariant:
Letp = (s = v0, . . . , vn = t) be a least-cost path from the start nodes to a goal node
t ∈ T . Application ofRelaxpreserves the following invariant:

(I) Unlessvn is in Closedwith f(vn) = δ(s, vn), there is a nodevi in Opensuch
that f(vi) = δ(s, vi), and noj > i exists such thatvj is in Closedwith f(vj) =
δ(s, vj).

In short, at least we can be certain that there is onegoodnode with perfect node
evaluation in theOpenlist, that can be extended to an optimal solution path.

To optimize secondary storage accesses, expansions can be performed more effi-
ciently if a particular order is selected. Invariant (I) is not dependent on the order that is
present in theOpenlist.

In Fig. 4 we give a pseudo-code implementation for the node-ordering scheme. In
contrast to Dijkstra’s algorithm, reaching the first goal node will no longer guarantee
optimality of the established solution path. Hence, the algorithm has to continue until
theOpenlist runs empty. By storing and updating the current best solution path length
as a global upper bound valueα, it improves the solution quality over time.

Admissible heuristics are lower bounds, i.e.h(u) ≤ δ(u, T ) in the original graph.
This corresponds to0 ≤ δ̂(u, T ) in the re-weighted graph.

Theorem 5. [8] If δ(u, T ) ≥ 0, then the general node-ordering algorithm is optimal.



Procedure Node-Ordering
Closed← {}; Open← {s};
α←∞; best← ∅
while (Open6= ∅)

u← Select(Open)
Open← Open\ {u}; Closed← Closed∪ {u}
if (f(u) > α) continue
if (terminal(u) and f(u) < α)

α← f(u); best← path(u)
else

for all v in succ(u)
Relax(u, v)

return best

Fig. 4.Relaxing the node expansion order.

But in model checking practice, we observe that non-admissible heuristics could
appear. For example, the seemingly admissible heuristicActive Processesthat for a
given state identifies the number of active processes turned out to be non-admissible for
some domains. Let’s take the example of dining philosphers with deadlock detection.
Assume that there are 2 philosophers A and B and both are thinking. This gives the
number of active processes as 2. Now, A picks up her/his right fork. Since the left fork
is still on the table, both A and B are still non-blocked. For the second move, let’s
assume that B picks up her/his right fork. This move blocks both A and B; resulting in
the sudden decrease of number of active processes from 2 to 0. A heuristic is said to be
admissible if it never overestimates the actual path cost. Here, with just one move we
reached the deadlock as apposed to the heuristic estimate 2, implying that the heuristic
was non-admissible.

As we saw that there are non-admissible heuristics, used in model checking, the
re-weighted graph we will haveδ(u, T ) < 0, implying that we cannot apply the above
theorem. To further guarantee cost optimality of the solution, we have to extend the
pruning criterion. It is not difficult to show that if we drop the criterion “if (f(u) > α)
continue” then the algorithm is optimal for all re-weighted graph structures. We can
prove slightly more.

Theorem 6. If we setf(u)+δ(u, T ) > α as the pruning condition in the node ordering
algorithm, then the algorithm is optimal.

Proof. Upon termination, each node inserted intoOpenmust have been selected at
least once. Suppose that invariant (I) is preserved in each loop, i.e., there is always a
nodev in the Openlist on an optimal path withf(v) = δ(s, v). Thus the algorithm
cannot terminate without eventually selecting the goal node on this path, and since by
definition, it is not more expensive than any found solution path andbestmaintains
the currently shortest path, an optimal solution will be returned. It remains to show
that the invariant (I) holds in each iteration. If the extracted nodeu is not equal tov
there is nothing to show. Otherwisef(u) = δ(s, u). The boundα denotes the currently



best solution length. Iff(u) + δ(u, T ) ≤ α no pruning takes place. On the other hand
f(u) + δ(u, T ) > α leads to a contradiction sinceδ(s, T ) = δ(s, u) + δ(u, T ) =
f(u) + δ(u, T ) > α ≥ δ(s, T ) . ut

Unfortunately, we do not know the value ofδ(s, T ), so the only thing that we can
do is to take a lower bound to it. Sinceh that has been used earlier on is not admissible,
we need a different bound or condition. For the original graph, it is easy to see that all
nodes that have a larger path cost value than the obtained solution path cannot lead to a
better solution, since the weights in the original graph are non-negative. Consequently,
if g(u) denotes the path length froms to u, g(u) > α is one pruning condition that we
can apply in the original graph.

5 Explicit-State Model Checking in SPIN and HSF-SPIN

SPIN [10] is probably the most prominent explicit state model checking tool. Mod-
els are specified in its input language Promela. The language is well-suited to specify
communication protocols, but has also been used for a wide range of other verification
tasks. The model checker transforms the input into an internal automata representation,
which, in turn, is enumerated by its exploration engine. Several efficiency aspects rang-
ing from partial-order reduction to bit-state hashing enhance the exploration process.
The parser produces sources that encode states and state transitions in native C code.
These are linked together with the validation module to allow exploration of the model.
The graphical user interface XSPIN allows to code the model, run the validator, show
the internal automata representation, and simulate traces with message sequence charts.

Our own experimental model checker HSF-SPIN [6] is a compatible extension to
SPIN. Additionally it incorporates directed search in explicit state model checking. The
tool has been designed to allow different search algorithms by providing a general state
expanding subroutine. In its current implementation it provides depth-first and breadth-
first search as well as heuristic search algorithms like best-first search, A* and IDA*,
and local search algorithms like hill-climbing and genetic algorithms. Partial order and
symmetry reduction have been successfully combined with this portfolio [16, 15]. HSF-
SPIN can handle a significant fraction of Promela and deals with the same input and
output formats as SPIN. Heuristic search in HSF-SPIN combines positively with auto-
mated abstractions in form of abstraction databases.

The internal representation of a state consists of two parts. The first part contains
information necessary for the search algorithms. This includes the estimated value for
the state to the goal, the cost of the current optimal path to the state, a link to the
predecessor state and information about the transition that lead to the state. The second
part contains the representation of the state of the system and is usually called state
vector. This part is represented similarly as in SPIN. Few modifications were, however,
necessary due to technical details. Basically, the state vector contains the value of the
variables and the local state of each process.

The expansion function is a fundamental component of the verifier. Actually, it was
the component of HSF-SPIN that required most of the implementation efforts. It takes
the representation of a state as input and returns a list containing each successor state.



The use of this function in each search algorithm implies that the implementation of the
depth-first search is not the most efficient.

All heuristic functions return a positive integer value for a given state. Some of them
profit from information gathered before the verification starts. For example, the FSM
distance estimate requires to run the all-pairs shortest path algorithm on the state tran-
sition graph of each process type. On the other hand, the deadlock inferring approach
allows the user to determine explicitly which states have to be considered as potentially
blocking by labeling statements in the model.

6 From HSF-Spin to IO-HSF-SPIN

Although theoretically simple, the practical extension of an existing explicit model
checker like SPIN to external search is not trivial, and poses a lot of subtle imple-
mentation problems. In an external model it is required that the algorithm should be
capable of writing any intermediate result to the disk, reading it again at any point of
time in the future, and reusing it like it remained in the main memory. This requirement
turned out to be a non-trivial one in order to adapt SPIN for external model checking.
As described above, SPIN’s state consists of two parts: state’s information and the state
vector. The state vector can be viewed as a sequence of active processes and message
queues, describing the actual state of the system being checked.

SPIN is highly optimized for efficiency and hence uses a lot of global variables.
These global variables are used to store the meta information about the state vector.
This meta information consists of the address information of processes and queues in
the state vector. Since the information about actual addresses would be void once a state
has been flushed to the disk and retrieved back to a new memory address, we suggested
to save the information that canresetthe global variables to work on the new location
of the state vector. We identified that with the order and type of each element in the
state vector in hand, we can reset all the global variables. This motivates us to extend
the state’s description.

The new state’s descriptionS can be viewed as a 4-tuple,(M,σ, κ, τ), whereM is
the information about the state, e.g., itsg andh values, size of the state vector, etc.,σ
is the state vector, andκ can be defined asκ : σ → {Process, Queue}, i.e., given an
elementσi ∈ σ, κ identifies whetherσi is a Processor a Queue. SPIN differentiates
between different types of processes (resp. queues) by assigning an ID to each of them.
If P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} is the set of all processes andQ = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm} is the
set of all queues,τ : σi ∈ σ → P, if κ(σi) = Process or τ : σi ∈ σ → Q, otherwise.

We employed a two level memory architecture for storing the states. Initially all
states are kept in the internal memory. An upper limit is defined on the maximum con-
sumption of the internal memory available. If the total memory occupied by the stored
states exceeds the maximum limit, the external memory management routines are in-
voked that flushes the excess states to the disk. The advantage of having a two-level
memory management routine is to avoid the I/Os when the internal memory is suffi-
ciently large for a particular problem.

A bucket(i, j) is represented internally by a fixed size buffer. When the buffer gets
full, it is sorted and flushed to the disk by appending it at the end of the correspond-



ing file. Duplicates removal is then done in two stages. First, an external merge and
compaction of the sorted flushed buffers that removes all the duplicates in the file is
performed. Second, the files of the top layers with the sameh values but smallerg val-
ues are subtracted from the resulting file. The number of top layers that are checked
depends on the locality of the graph, as explained earlier.

Consequently, the reading of states for expansion is done by copying a part of the ex-
ternal bucket file to the corresponding internal buffer. Once the whole buffer is scanned
and the successors are generated for all the states within the buffer, the next part of the
file is read in the same buffer. The process continues until the file is completely read.

7 Experiments

N d s e t Space
(in gigabytes)

100 402 980,003 19,503 999,504 2.29
150 603 3,330,00344,2533,374,254 10.4
Table 1.Deadlock Detection in Dining Philosophers

N d s e t Space
(in gigabytes)

5 33 10,874 4,945 24,583 0.0038
7 45 333,848 115,631 820,319 0.133
8 50 420,498 103,667 917,011 0.182
9 57 9,293,2032,534,51723,499,519 4.29
Table 2.Deadlock Detection in Optical Telegraph

We choose three classical and challenging protocol models namely, dining philoso-
phers, optical telegraph and CORBA-GIOP for our experiments. The property to search
for is thedeadlockproperty. We employed the number of active processes as the heuris-
tics to guide the exploration. For each experiment we report, the solution depthd, num-
ber of stored nodess, number of expansionse, number of transitionst, and the space
requirement of the stored nodesSpace. The experiments are performed on a 4 pro-
cessors Sun Ultra Sparc running Solaris operating system and using GCC 2.95 as the
compiler. Additionally, symmetry reduction is employed in all experiments.

Table 1 presents the results for the deadlock detection for different instances of
dining philosophers problem. The bottleneck in the dining philosopher’s problem is not
only the combinatorial explosion in the number of states but also the size of the states
. As can be observed in the last column depicting the space requirement, the problem



instance with 150 philosophers requires a storage space of 10.2 gigabytes, which is
much higher than even the address limits of present micro computers.

The second domain is the optical telegraph model. We conducted experiments with
different number of stations. The results are presented in Table 2.

N M d s e t Space
(in gigabytes)

2 1 58 48,009 39,260 126,478 0.033
3 1 70 825,789 670,679 2,416,823 0.572
4 1 75 7,343,358 5,727,90922,809,278 5.17
2 2 64 158,561 125,514 466,339 0.121
3 2 76 2,705,766 2,134,724 8,705,588 2.1
4 2 81 26,340,41720,861,60988,030,774 20.7

Table 3.Deadlock Detection in CORBA - GIOP

CORBA - GIOP [12] turned out to be one of the hardest models to verify because
of its enormous state space. The reason is the high branching factor in the state space
graph that results in the generation of a large number of states. The model takes two
main parameters namely: the number of usersN and the number of serversM with a
range restriction of 1 to 4 onN and 1 to 2 onM . We have been able to solve all the
instances of the GIOP model especially the configuration with 4 users and 2 servers
which requires a storage space of 20.7 gigabytes.

One of the main hurdles while running the experiments was the system limit on the
number of file pointers that can be opened at a particular time. A large number of file
pointers are the requirements while merging the sorted flushed buffers. For the files that
needed file pointers more than the system limit, the experiments are re-run with larger
internal buffer size that results in smaller number of large sorted buffers.

Summing up, the largest problem size reported to be solved by the first external
model checker Murφ [23] consisted of 1,021,464 states of 136 bytes each. This gives
the overall space requirement of 0.129 gigabytes. With the presented approach, the
largest problem size that we have been able to solve requires 20.7 gigabytes.

8 Conclusions

With this article we contribute the first theoretical and analytical study of I/O efficient
directed model checking. In the theoretical part of the paper, we extended External A*
to directed and weighted graphs. Through the process of re-weighting, we refer to some
general results of node-ordering in the exploration of graphs with negative weights. We
give different pruning conditions for node ordering algorithms for admissible and non-
admissible heuristics. Moreover, we showed some necessary conditions on the locality
of the graph to ease duplicate detection during the exploration. The concepts are then
extended to the situation in model checking, where the global state space is composed
of local transition graphs.



In the practical part of the paper, we have seen a non-trivial implementation to
extend a state-of-the-art model checker SPIN to allow directed and external search.
The first results on challenging benchmark protocols show that the external algorithms
reduce the memory consumption, are sufficiently fast in practice, and have some further
advantages by using a different node expansion order. It should be noted here that some
of the hardest problems like GIOP and dining philosophers with scaled parameters that
were not tractable earlier due to the internal memory requirements, have been solved
for the first time. The present implementation is capable of coping with negative edges
in the presence of inconsistent heuristic.

9 Related and Future Work

We are, however, not the first ones that look at the performance of model checkers on
external devices. One of the first approaches toward this direction was proposed [23] in
the context of the Murφ validation tool. With a special algorithm disk instead of main
memory is used for storing almost all of the state table at the cost of a small runtime
penalty, which is typically around 15% when the memory savings factor is between one
and two orders of magnitude. The algorithm linearizes the accesses to the state table
and amortizes the cost of accessing the whole table over all the states in a breadth-first
search level.

External breadth-first search for explicit graph structures that reside on disk has
been introduced by [19]. It was improved to a sub-linear number of I/Os in [17]. Single-
source shortest-pair algorithms that deal with explicit graphs stored on disk are surveyed
in [18]. Delayed duplicate detection [14] adapts external BFS to implicit graphs. This
extension to the External A* algorithm as proposed in [5] exploits the work of [24].
Zhou and Hansen [25] also worked on a different solution to apply external search for
AI domains. They term their approach asstructured duplicate detection, in which they
use state space abstraction to establish which part of the search space can be external-
ized, and which part cannot.

Korf [13] also successfully extended delayed duplicate detection to best-first search
and considered omission of the visited list as proposed infrontier search. In his pro-
posal, it turned out that any 2 of the 3 options are compatible yielding the following set
of algorithms:breadth-first frontier search with delayed duplicate detection, best-first
frontier search, andbest-first search with external non-reduced closed list. In the last
case, the algorithm simulate a buffered traversal in a bucket-based priority queue. With
External A* it turns out that one can combine all three approaches. In Korf’s work,
external sorting based on hash function partition is proposed. In summary, all external
AI search approaches have independent contributions and can cooperate.

There is a tight connection between external and symbolic exploration algorithms.
Both approaches consider sets of states instead of individual ones. It is apparent that
the presented approach for an explicit state model checking will transfer to symbolic
model checking. For example, in explicit graph theory, the external computation for
the all-pair shortest path problem is studied in [22], while symbolic single-source and
all-pair shortest path algorithms are considered in [20, 21]. As an interesting side ef-
fect, the symbolic algorithm of Bellman-Ford often outperformed Dijkstra’s algorithm



on symbolically represented graphs. For heuristic search, the splitting of theOpen-list
into buckets as seen in this text, corresponds to thefg-search method in the SetA* [11]
version of the BDDA* algorithm [7]. However, refined considerations on the dupli-
cate scope as presented here have not been studied. The implementation of an external
directed search symbolic model checker is one of our future research goals.
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Appendix: Proof of the Theorems

Theorem 1 The number of previous layers of the graph that need to be retained to
prevent duplicate search effort is equal to the locality of the search graph.

Proof. To prove equality, we have to show that if the number of stored layers of a
breadth-first search graph is smaller than the localityl, this can lead to re-openings, and
if the number is greater than or equal to the locality, there are no re-openings.

For the first case, consideru andv with δ(s, u) − δ(s, v) > l. We will show that
there is a duplicate node. Whenu is expanded, its successorv is either in the boundary
of the previousk layers, in which case no re-openings occurs, or it is not, in which case,
we have a re-opening ofv. However, in the first casev has a sub-optimal depth and has
been previously re-opened.

If the number of stored layers of a breadth-first search graph is greater than or equal
to the locality of a graph this prevents re-openings as follows. Certainly, there is no re-
opening in the firstl layers. By induction, when a new layer is generated, no previously
deleted node can be re-generated.

Theorem 2The worst-case number of times a nodeu can be re-opened is bounded
by b(δ(s, T )− δ(s, u))/bc.

Proof. We have no duplicate in everyb layers. Therefore, the earliest level for a nodeu
to be re-opened isδ(s, u)+b and the earliest next level it will be re-opened isδ(s, u)+2b
and so on. Since the total number of layers is bounded byδ(s, T ) the number of re-
openings for a node cannot exceedb(δ(s, T )− δ(s, u))/bc.

Theorem 4Let G = (V,E, w) be a weighted graph andf be the cost of the shortest
path so far for a particular node from the start nodes in the modified algorithm of
Dijkstra. At each selection of a nodeu from Open, we have the following invariant: Let
p = (s = v0, . . . , vn = t) be a least-cost path from the start nodes to a goal node
t ∈ T . Application ofRelaxpreserves the following invariant:



(I) Unlessvn is in Closedwith f(vn) = δ(s, vn), there is a nodevi in Opensuch
thatf(vi) = δ(s, vi), and noj > i exists such thatvj is in Closedwith f(vj) =
δ(s, vj).

Proof. Without loss of generality, leti be maximal among the nodes satisfying (I). We
distinguish the following cases:

1. Nodeu is not onp or f(u) > δ(s, u). Then nodevi 6= u remains inOpen. Since
no v in Open ∩ p ∩ Γ (u) with f(v) = δ(s, v) ≤ f(u) + w(u, v) is changed and
no other node is added toClosed, (I) is preserved.

2. Nodeu is onp andf(u) = δ(s, u). If u = vn, there is nothing to show.
First assumeu = vi. ThenRelaxwill be called forv = vi+1 ∈ Γ (u); for all other
nodes inΓ (u) \ {vi+1}, the argument of case 1 holds. According to (I), ifv is
in Closed, thenf(v) > δ(s, v), and it will be reinserted intoOpenwith f(v) =
δ(s, u) + w(u, v) = δ(s, v). If v is neither inOpenor Closed, it is inserted into
Openwith this merit. Otherwise, theDecreaseKeyoperation will set it toδ(s, v).
In either case,v guarantees the invariant (I).
Now supposeu 6= vi. By the maximality assumption ofi we haveu = vk with
k < i. If v = vi, no DecreaseKeyoperation can change it becausevi already has
optimal meritf(v) = δ(s, u) + w(u, v) = δ(s, v). Otherwise,vi remains inOpen
with unchangedf -value and no other node besidesu is inserted intoClosed; thus,
vi still preserves (I). ut

Theorem 5If δ(u, T ) ≥ 0, then the node-ordering algorithm is optimal.

Proof. Upon termination, each node inserted intoOpenmust have been selected at
least once. Suppose that invariant (I) is preserved in each loop, i.e., that there is always
a nodev in theOpenlist on an optimal path withf(v) = δ(s, v). Thus the algorithm
cannot terminate without eventually selecting the goal node on this path, and since by
definition it is not more expensive than any found solution path andbestmaintains the
currently shortest path, an optimal solution will be returned. It remains to show that the
invariant (I) holds in each iteration. If the extracted nodeu is not equal tov there is
nothing to show. Otherwisef(u) = δ(s, u). The boundα denotes the currently best
solution length. Iff(u) ≤ α no pruning takes place. On the other handf(u) > α leads
to a contradiction sinceα ≥ δ(s, u) + δ(u, T ) ≥ δ(s, u) = f(u) (the latter inequality
is justified byδ(u, T ) ≥ 0). ut


